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project Introduction

The purpose of this project is to create a “how to” poster with only visual instructions. 

I have chosen to create a poster that shows the process of making freshly squeezed 
homemade lemonade. 

Ingredients/tools

Lemons
Water
Sugar
Ice
Juicer
Pitcher
Spoon
Glass

Instructions

1. Squeeze lemons
2. Pour lemon juice into the pitcher
3. Add water
4. Add sugar
5. Stir mixture
6. Pour into a glass
7. Add ice
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How to poster examples

researcH02

How to poster examples
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task photos - Ingredients | tools

pHotos03

analyze poster research

While researching, I realized that I am drawn to the food/cooking “how to” posters 
and instructions. I especially love the handrawn and simple shapes look for these 
types of posters. 
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task photos - step by step |side Viewtask photos - step by step | aerial View
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layout sketcheslayout sketches
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rough Digital layouts | 1

DIgItal sketcHes05

layout sketches
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rough Digital layouts | 2 How To Poster | Refined

reFIneD DIgItal poster06
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testers | Feedback

“Move the straw to end with the lemon 
slice. It seems like decoration.”

“Put the ice cubes in before the lemonade. 
I also think the you should be able to see 
the liquid in the bottom of the pitcher.”

“If I didn’t know that sugar goes in lemonade 
then it would confusing. I don’t know how 
you should fix it though.”

“Make the poster bigger.” (I explained it 
will be 18x23 when printed.) “The lemon 
numbers get confusing. Maybe move 
them to the corner of each box.”

“I think the amount of liquid in the 
pitcher should increase as the steps go. 
The spoon should be out of the pitcher 
like everything else.” 

“I think the you should be able to see the 
liquid in the bottom of the pitcher.”

“Make the spoon visable. The stiring 
arrows need to mimic the shape of the 
pitcher rim.”

Final poster pictures

FInal poster07
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Final poster pictures Final poster pictures
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Final poster


